Abstract

THE world is a fast moving vehicle. In this vehicle there different people belonging to different strata of life. All of them work very hard to live a standard life. People how work so hard spend their money very carefully so before buying any commodity they like to take opinion of various people. The existing system helps to convert the English comment regarding the good they buy into Chinese language which very familiar for the people how stay in that region. But the proposed system helps us to overcome this obstacle by converting the comment regarding the object for good they require. This required opinion help people to take the right decision about what they want to buy or purchase. The propose system make pos tags for each word of the sentence which make the conversion of the corpus easy and give an accurate result. The word from the original language are added with the pos tags and these words are then compared with sum of word which is obtained by adding the pos tag and word meaning of the translated word.
This system results in making the choice of the people easy and also show the percentage of positive, negative or neutral comments about the good they want to purchase. This helps the customer to make a satisfying choice of the good to which there emotions are attached. The sentimental value attached with the product can be analyzed as positive, negative, neutral. It helps to improve the quality of the product and raise it market value.
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